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URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/just-say-

JUST SAY NO
• Version: « Non, non, non et non »• Collection: « Just Say No»
[DVDA179-S01] 26 x 2 minutes | 1988 | $DVD A: /300 — $DVD B: /160
Cat: Animation, Security and Prevention

Sometimes strangers ask too many questions. Sometimes they offer rides home from the playground
or give candy from car windows. Using a light-hearted approach, this animated series illustrates
positive ways kids can react in situations that make them feel uneasy. When something doesn't feel
right, they can ... just say no!

01. At the Supermarket 02. At the Bakery 03. Too many Questions 04. Waiting for the Bus 05. A New Game 06. Knock
Knock 07. The Clowns 08. At the Fair 09. After School 10. Chocolate 11. Show Met the Way 12. Waiting for Grandma 13.
The Parrot 14. Rotten Tomatoes 15. Abracadabra 16. Not That Book 17. Bibop and the Survey 18. The Man on the Bus
19. Mom's Late 20. A Lost Wallet 21. At the Movies 22. The Kitten 23. Waiting in Line 24. Taking Picture 25. At the
Restaurant  26. Hide and Seek

__________________________________________________________________________________
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AYOUTH •SECURITY AND
PREVENTION

▼ SITE

TIDBITS FOR TODDLERS
• Version: « Mine de rien »• Collection: « Tidbits for Toddlers»
[DVDA125-S01] 40 x 2,5 minutes | 1992 | $DVD A: 169/445 — $DVD B: 69/240
Cat: Security and Prevention, Children and Youth

Are toddlers too young for TV? Absolutely not. They love TV, as parents know, and this series tells
stories in their special language. This lively program focuses on the joys of life, like the warmth of a
smile and the beauty of flowers. Little ones learn how to welcome a new baby into the family and
how to play at the park, see how much fun it is to visit Grandpa or go swimming at the pool.
Whether it's a story about cherishing pets or dealing with bruises, toddlers can't wait to enjoy these
cheery episodes again and again.

01. Gifts 02. Sleep 03. Snow 04. Cleanliness 05. Baby Teeth 06. Grandparents 07. Expecting a Baby 08. Dangers Around
the House 09. The Family 10. The Little Cat 11. Nursery School 12. Going For a Walk 13. Flowers 14. The Treasure Along
the Path 15. Life Before Birth 16. Visiting the Doctor 17. Catching a Cold 18. Eating 19. Tempers 20. Separation 21. The
Numnum 22. In the Water 23. Getting Dressed 24. Hugs 25. A New Baby 26. Friends 27. Getting into Mischief 28. Boys
and Girls 29. How Beautiful 30. Happy Birthday 31. Being Polite 32. Being Active 33. Down the Food Path 34. Breathing
35. Friends of Every Colour  36. Bumps and Bruises  37. On the Farm  38. Trips  39. The  Senses  40. Christmas

__________________________________________________________________________________
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AYOUTH •SECURITY AND
PREVENTION

▼ SITE

THE JOY OF LIFE
• Version: « Bonheur de la vie »• Collection: «The Joy of Life»
[DVDA125-S02] 20 x 5 minutes | 1991 | $DVD A: /315 — $DVD B: /160
Cat: Animation, Sexuality, Children and Youth

Where do babies come from? Let The Joy of Life help answer this question — and others — for
curious youngsters. Join Annabelle and Alexander as they learn about sexuality from their insightful
Grandmother. The mysteries of puberty, pregnancy, conception and love are uncovered by
Grandma's honest and open discussions.

01. Little Boys 02. Little Girls 03. Tiny Seeds 04. Chromosomes 05. Puberty-Girls 06. Puberty-Boys 07. Sexual Instinct 08.
Discovering your Body 09. Discovering Love 10. Protecting Yourself 11. Conception 12. The Baby's Coming 13. The First
Moment of Life 14. Mom, I'm Hungry 15. Twins 16. Is It a Girl or a Boy? 17. Planning a Family 18. Growing up 19. The
Family Tree  20. Family Life

__________________________________________________________________________________
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NAKED
[DVDA183-001] 1 x 36 minutes | 2007 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Animation, Sexuality, Children and Youth

Naked is an endearing and moving documentary/animation series in which children between the
ages of ten and thirteen tell us personal stories about the changes their bodies are going through.
What does it mean to grow breasts and pubic hair? How does it influence the way you see yourself
and how do you deal with all these awkward changes?

1. MINOUK (12 years old) Body size
2. MITCHELL (13 years old) Puberty
3. ILHAM (13 years old) Menstruation
4. TOM (12 years old) Body odour
5. TIARMA (13 years old) Breast size

6. ASHWIN (12 years old) Wet dreams

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/naked

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/naked_a183001_t.mp4
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AYOUTH •SEXUAL
EDUCATION

▼ SITE

SEX, A GUIDE FOR THE YOUNG | SAFE FOR LIFE
• Version: « Guide sur la sexualité | Un condom pour la vie »
[DVDA119-001] 1 x 28 minutes | 1990 | $DVD A: 175/ — $DVD B: 70/
Cat: Animation, Sexuality, Children and Youth

Sex, a Guide for the Young [18 min.]: Parents and teachers know that it can be awkward talking to
teens about their sexual experience. Help is here.
Safe for Life [10 min.]: The most deadly sexually transmitted disease of our time, AIDS! What is it
and how to we prevent it.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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AYOUTH •SEXUAL
EDUCATION

▼ SITE

SO THAT'S HOW!
• Version: « Ni choux ni cigogne »
[DVDA119-005] 1 x 17 minutes | 1990 | $DVD A: 135/ — $DVD B: 60/
Cat: Animation, Sexuality, Children and Youth

From conception to birth, four children share their understanding of how babies are made in this
refreshing animated short. This film is sold in pair with A Journey Towards Birth.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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NEW!

SAME BUT DIFFERENT
• Collection: « Same but Different»
[DVDA297-001] 8 x 8 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Physicial Education and Health, Social Studies

International Emmy Award winning and BAFTA nominated collection of eight short documentary
portraits, featuring children from across the UK with a range of differences, disabilities and medical
conditions who explain “what it’s like to be me”. The films are emotive, insightful and have been
praised for their non-patrionising approach. They convey the theme of inclusion whilst subtlety
educating the viewer about what it's like to live as a young person with a difference.

01.01. Archie’s Story 01.02. Rebecca’s Story 01.03. Phoebe’s Story 01.04. Theo’s Story 01.05. Alexandra’s Story 01.06.
Alesha’s Story  01.07. Robbie’s Story  01.08. Sophie’s Story

__________________________________________________________________________________
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AYOUTH •SOCIAL STUDIES

▼ SITE

AUGUSTINIANS, BODY AND SOUL
• Version: « Augustines, corps et âmes »
[DVDA199-001] 1 x 63 minutes | 2010 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Nursing, Quebec History, Religion, Women, 0, Biography, Quebec History

Nearly four centuries have passed since the Augustinians founded the first hospital in New France.
They are still here, in the heart of Old Quebec City, but not for long. This film portrays their
remarkable contribution to the founding of the colony and in the development of our society
culturally, spiritually, and medically. The Augustinians established 12 convent-hospitals throughout
the province, laying the foundation of what would become Quebec's hospital care system.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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BIOGRAPHY

▼ SITE

B.F SKINNER
• Collection: « B.F Skinner»
[DVDA220-S07] 2 x 29 minutes | 1999 | $DVD A: /250 — $DVD B: /250
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry, Biography

Other than Freud, no psychologist has been so discussed, critiqued and, at times, maligned as B.F.
Skinner. The two films in this series take a look at who the man was and how he applied his unique
behavioral principles to his own life.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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BIOGRAPHY

▼ SITE

BETTYE CALDWELL ON INFANCY AND TODDLERHOOD
[DVDA220-034] 1 x 57 minutes | 1978-2002 | $DVD A: 125/ — $DVD B: 125/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

In 2001, the early childhood research and advocacy group Zero to Three praised Dr. Caldwell as a
"passionate and practical advocate of infants, toddlers and their families." This series offers three
projects with Dr. Caldwell...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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DOCTOR MUKWEGE, THE WRATH OF HIPPOCRATES
• Version: « Docteur Mukwege, la colère d’Hippocrate »
[DVDA283-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Women

Dr. Mukwege, a Congolese gynecologist, who has won many awards including the 2014 European
Union’s Sakharov Prize, is internationally known , as “the man who mends women”. He has helped
heal both physically and emotionally over a thousand women who have been brutally raped during
the 20 years of conflicts in the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, one of the poorest
countries on the planet, despite its extremely rich sub-soil...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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BIOGRAPHY

▼ SITE

ERIK H. ERIKSON: A LIFE'S WORK
• Collection: « Gerontology»
[DVDA220-024] 1 x 38 minutes | 1991 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Biography, Psychology and Psychiatry

Narrated by Erikson's colleague, Margaret Brenman-Gibson, Ph.D. and Ruthie Mickles, Ph.D. Using
archival materials and newly shot footage, this film introduces students to the rich wisdom of Erik H.
Erikson. Best known for his identification of the eight stages of the life cycle, Erikson spent a lifetime
observing and studying the way in which the interplay of genetics, cultural influences and unique
experiences produces individual human lives...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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BIOGRAPHY

▼ SITE

GIANTS OF PSYCHOLOGY
• Collection: « Giants Of Psychology»
[DVDA220-S08] 10 x 30 minutes | 1989-2007 | $DVD A: /1 600 — $DVD B: /1 600
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry, Biography

This unique, ongoing series introduces students to the lives and works of theorists whose concepts
are basic to an understanding of contemporary psychology.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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BIOGRAPHY

▼ SITE

HIS OWN BEST SUBJECT: A VISIT TO B.F. SKINNER'S BASEMENT
• Collection: « B.F Skinner»
[DVDA220-021] 1 x 20 minutes | 2000 | $DVD A: 45/ — $DVD B: 45/
Cat: Education, Biography

B.F. Skinner applied his unique behavioral principles to his own life. In this film, his daughter, Julie
Vargas, gives us a tour of the basement study in which he wrote many of his books and articles...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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JOHN DEWEY: AN INTRODUCTION TO HIS LIFE AND WORK
• Collection: « Giants of Psychology»
[DVDA220-023] 1 x 40 minutes | 2001 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry, Biography

John Dewey wrote extensively about philosophy, psychology, education, political science, and the
arts. In his very full 92 years of life (1859-1952), he not only wrote about the breadth of life, he
participated in it as a teacher, social critic, political activist and involved family man. This film
introduces students to his philosophy and his critical studies of education, the arts and the
implications of democracy for the lives of individuals and their communities...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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BIOGRAPHY

▼ SITE

MARIA MONTESSORI: HER LIFE AND LEGACY
• Collection: « Early Childhood Education»
[DVDA220-004] 1 x 35 minutes | 2004 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Biography, Women

Born more than 25 years before Piaget or Vygotsky, Maria Montessori understood the
constructivistic nature of all learning. As she observed children building their understanding of the
world, she developed materials and approaches to education that are now used, in part, in most
early childhood classrooms across the world...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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BIOGRAPHY

▼ SITE

AIDS: A COUNTDOWN TO A CURE
• Version: « SIDA, à quand son éradication? »
[DVDA296-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Security and Prevention

According to experts, the AIDS epidemic is now halted but its eradication is nowhere near its end.
AIDS, a Countdown to a Cure is a scientific investigation into the heart of the most advanced
laboratories in Europe and the USA, and the medical revolution that is taking place that will set an
end to this devastating virus.
Warning: Scenes of nudity

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE

ALLERGY: THE TOXIC BURDEN
• Version: « Tous allergiques »
[DVDA259-007] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Pollution, Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Therapeutics and
Pharmacology

Can the phenomenon of today’s allergy explosion be rationally explained? This documentary
endeavours to understand the phenomenon, by highlighting the true environmental causes and the
protection strategies we have at our disposal.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
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AUTISTS: A PLACE AMONG THE OTHERS?
• Version: « Autistes: une place parmi les autres? »
[DVDA259-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Medicine, Psychology and Psychiatry, Therapeutics and Pharmacology, Diseases,
Disorders and Disabilities

Autism remains a mystery. However, the fact that there is no medical treatment is an absolute
certainty. There is no solution for autism. People with autism will live with this disorder all their life
and societies are all facing the same question: how to take care of them?...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE

BACTERIAL WORLD — MICROBES THAT RULE OUR WORLD
• Version: «Le monde bactérie — Ces microbes qui nous gouvernent »
[DVDA173-035] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Natural Science

They are on the ocean surface and in the abyss, in soil and plants, not to mention the intestines of
insects and large mammals, including humans. They are bacteria, and they are present in every
corner of our planet. Are we aware that among the billions of bacteria that exist on earth, less than
1% of them are pathogenic?

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE

CAN CANCER BE CURED?
• Version: « Peut-on guérir du cancer? »
[DVDA186-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2008 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine

Can Cancer Be Cured?, takes an investigative look at the resources that are being used today to fight
this disease. It delves into the heart of scientific research being conducted to discover the cures for
tomorrow.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE

NEW!

DEAR ANOREXIA
• Version: « Chère anorexie »
[DVDA259-019] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Psychology and Psychiatry, Men,
Women

Despite the fact that there have been many changes over time in the way anorexia is viewed on a
societal, cultural and medical level, the condition remains an enigma. This film is presented in the
form of an international investigation into the way the condition is evolving and the way in which
anorexia and its treatment take on the interpretations of their era. What is anorexia nervosa? Is it a
form of hysteria or psychosis, an addiction or a borderline state? A perversion? A hormonal
disorder? A neurological disorder? An eating disorder? A body-image disorder?

__________________________________________________________________________________
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DO TEDDY BEARS GO TO HEAVEN?
• Version: « Est-ce que les doudous vont au ciel? »
[DVDA241-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2011 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Psychology and Psychiatry, Children
and Youth, Family

In an attempt to break the isolation and certain taboos of families confronted with the death of their
child, four families along with a team of medical experts, who have supported them, have generously
agreed to express their thoughts and how they felt throughout this difficult experience. Among the
questions asked is whether the end of life should be at home or in the hospital...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE

EPIDEMICS: THE INVISIBLE THREAT
• Version: « Épidémies, la menace invisible  »
[DVDA259-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Natural Science

When is a new global epidemic going to strike? In the space of 60 years, over 350 new infectious
diseases have appeared, including SARS, H1N1, H5N1 and Ebola.Experts are unanimously wondering:
when will a new world-wide epidemic strike? The Plague, the Spanish flu, smallpox, AIDS - history has
undergone infectious episodes that have decimated populations

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE

THE FUTURE OF CANCER: CLOSER TO A CURE
• Version: « Cancer, quelles thérapies pour demain? »
[DVDA296-008] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, New Technologies

Cancer is the leading cause of death in the world with 8 million deaths and 14 million new cases each
year. The new century has brought hope to cancer patients as dying from cancer has now dropped
by 20% in modern societies. The challenge remains to eradicate the disease completely and thanks
to therapeutic innovations such as preventive vaccines, targeted cancer therapies, immunotherapies,
and nanotechnologies, scientists are offering a new promise of hope.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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MEDICINE

▼ SITE

H1N1: OUR VIRUSES HAVE A FUTURE
• Version: « H1N1: nos virus on de l'avenir »
[DVDA173-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2009 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine

H2N2, H5N1, SARS…behind these abbreviations lie some poorly defined biological organisms we call
viruses. For several months one of them, H1N1, still benign, has been spreading rapidly across all
continents...

__________________________________________________________________________________
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/lily-we-

LILY: WE ARE ALL GETTING OLDER
[DVDA220-038] 1 x 14 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 75/ — $DVD B: 75/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Lily: We Are All Getting Older is a sequel to Lily: A Longitudinal View of Life with Down Syndrome,
that followed Lily from ages 10 to 30. Will this affliction, tentatively diagnosed as Alzheimer's rob Lily
of her independence and appealing character traits viewers have seen unfold in the previous three
longitudinal portraits?

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/lily-we-are-all-getting-older#.VN95DEtGwb8

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/lily_getting_older_a220038_t.mp4

.27

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

LIVING IN THE SHADOWS
[DVDA146-057] 1 x 46 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 195/ — $DVD B: 80/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Psychology and Psychiatry, Asia

In China, the notions of reputation and dignity are of the utmost importance. But when families are
faced with the daunting prospect of caring for a mentally-ill family member, they are ill-equipped to
care for them and often lock them up to spare their family the shame. This film looks at the state of
mental health care in China today.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/living-in-the-shadows#.U8ewN1ZGwb8

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/living_shadows_a146057_t.mp4

.28

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

LYME DISEASE, A SILENT EPIDEMIC
• Version: «La maladie de Lyme, quand les tiques attaquent! »
[DVDA173-022] 1 x 53 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities

Lyme disease is a bacterial infection transmitted by ticks and it is spreading throughout the world at
an alarming rate. Faced with this disease the medical profession is at a loss, impotent even:
unreliable testing, uncertain therapeutic protocols, a  scientific community that is divided…

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://eng.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/lyme-disease-a-silent-epidemic#.U6Q0PRZGyF0

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/lyme_disease_epidemic_a173022_t.mp4

.29

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

NEW!
MEDICINE OF THE FUTURE
• Version: «La médecine du futur »• Collection: « Dream the Future»
[DVDA284-S01-07] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Medicine

We all want to live as long as possible and in good health. But if there will be over 2 billion people
over the age of 60 in 2050, medicine will have to overcome a myriad of challenges (cancer, obesity,
cardiovascular diseases) in order to help us live better quality lives... This episode will reveal how
medicine in 2050 will be perfectly targeted and adapted to the individual as well as accessible to
everyone. Just as science fiction already imagined, medicine in 2050 will be reparative and
regenerative.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/medicine-of-the-future#.WHkM9UtGxJQ .30

MEDICINE

▼ SITE
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<Rubrique manquante>
CATALOGUE |

CAT

URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/medicine

MEDICINES AND CHILDREN
• Version: «La Face cachée du médicament pour enfant »
[DVDA173-021] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Medicine, Therapeutics and Pharmacology

In general practice, half of the drugs given to children are widely given without any scientific
knowledge of the impact on their bodies, which is to say that no scientific study had been carried out
on children to be confident of its effectiveness. Why is there so little development of drugs for
children? This documentary sets out to shed light on a problem that is at the heart of global debates.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/medicines-and-children

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/medicines_children_a173021_t.mp4

.31

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

MOSQUITOES ON THE RISE
• Version: « Dans l’oeil du moustique »
[DVDA173-033] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Natural Science

The film, Mosquitoes on the Rise, takes us to Brazil, Africa, Southeast Asia and Southern Europe in
search of 4 types of mosquitoes: Aedes Aegypti (Yellow fever), Anopheles Gambiae (Malaria), Culex
Tritaeniorhynchus (Japanese encephalitis) and Aedes Albopictus (Yellow Fever and Zika virus). Each
of these mosquitoes is capable of transmitting viruses and dangerous parasites to humans and
because of environmental changes, often caused by human activity, as well as a multitude of means
of transportation, they are spreading to new territories and threaten new found populations...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/mosquitoes-on-the-rise#.Vz3WyEtGxJQ

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/mosquitoes_rise_a173033_t.mp4

.32

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

THE PLACEBO EFFECT
• Version: «L' effet Placebo »
[DVDA173-027] 1 x 53 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Therapeutics and Pharmacology,
Natural Science

The placebo effect has long enjoyed a notorious reputation. To attribute a cure to the placebo effect,
was to consider that the illness was the product of the mental state of a hypochondriac. If he
invented his illness, he could invent his cure. Now, in contradiction to these theories, scientific
studies carried out over recent decades show that the placebo effect can result in physiological
changes.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/placebo-effect#.VAI03UtGyF0

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/placebo_effect_a173027_t.mp4

.33

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

NEW!

TOUCHING LIFE
• Version: « Toucher la vie »
[DVDA273-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Family

Touching Life is the story of a family living between two worlds: one of the sighted and one of the
visually impaired. It shows us the reality of life guided by sound and touch.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/touching-life#.VpFK6UtGwb8

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/touching_life_a273001_t.mp4

.34
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<Rubrique manquante>
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/tracking-

TRACKING ZIKA
• Version: « Sur le fil de Zika »
[DVDA173-037] 1 x 54 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities

Zika, a cute little name of a forest in Uganda has become synonymous with a mosquito-born
flavivirus that was identified there in 1947. Virtually forgotten until 2013 when an outbreak of 10 000
cases was reported in French Polyniesia, the virus has taken a worldwide spotlight. In October 2015,
Brazil reported an association between Zika virus infection and microcephaly. The film travels to
French Polynesia into the heart of the difficult combat against the Zika virus.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/tracking-zica#.WQysvEtGxJQ

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/tracking_zika_a173037_t.mp4

.35

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

VIRUS: THE NECESSARY FEAR?
• Version: « Faut-il avoir peur des virus? »
[DVDA186-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2008 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine

What do we know about viruses? Often we associate them with colds and the flu but, viruses are all
around us and are responsible for many other serious, often deadly, diseases. This documentary
leads us to the heart of scientific research being conducted today on viruses…a journey into the
infinitely small...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/virus-the-necessary-fear

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/virus_necessary_fear_a186002_t.mp4

.36

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

NEW!

A WORLD WITHOUT MICROBES
• Version: «Un monde sans microbes »• Collection: «A World Without...»
[DVDA296-S02-03] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Natural Science

What would happen if, by waving a magic wand, all the germs disappeared from our planet? It would
of course be the end of many health problems: no more Ebola, malaria or tuberculosis, no more
AIDS, no more septicemia or fungal infections…But beyond these benefits, is a world without
bacteria, viruses or microscopic mushrooms really desirable? A World Without Microbes dives into
the fascinating world of the infinitesimally small. Thanks to a rigorous investigation with the help of
specialists, beautiful CGI and astonishing microscopic images, we discover to what extent the minute
beings surrounding us and living inside us are the masters of the life on earth.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/microbes--2#.WZ9Cxq17RTY

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/world_without_microbes_a296s0203_t.mp4

.37
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/worldwide

WORLDWIDE ALLERGIES, WHO'S TO BLAME ?
• Version: « Allergies planétaires, à qui la faute ? »
[DVDA269-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine

Four hundred million people worldwide suffer from allergic rhinitis and another tree hundred million
have asthma. Allergic diseases rank 4th on the list of diseases according to the WHO and could
become 3rd in the next few decades. What are the factors responsible for the scourge of global
allergies? Can we explain why some people become allergic while others do not?

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/worldwide-allergies-who-s-to-blame#.VhFhjktGwb8

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/worldwilde_allergies_who's_to_blame_a269003t.mp4

.38

MEDICINE

▼ SITE

NEW!
FOOD OF THE FUTURE
• Version: «L' alimentation du futur »• Collection: « Dream the Future»
[DVDA284-S01-03] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Food

Nutritional inequalities, pollution caused by intensive farming, new illnesses provoked by industrial
food – the food domain is at no loss for challenges in the future. How will we feed 9 billion people in
2050? Will we go from being simple consumers to real actors in terms of food?... This episode will
reveal the ways in which our eating habits will be revolutionized : vegetable proteins, urban farming,
connected supermarkets, personalized food, new flavor experiences and more. Featuring a special
guest appearance by Alain Ducasse, a 3-star chef in the Michelin guide.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/food-of-the-future#.V7YJoEtGxJQ .39

NUTRITION

▼ SITE

ADOLESCENT COGNITION: THINKING IN A NEW KEY
• Collection: « Constructivism»
[DVDA220-008] 1 x 31 minutes | 1999 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

It is not just teenage bodies that undergo tremendous changes in adolescence; young minds begin
working in new ways that sometimes cause awkward situations just as do the newly elongated legs
or deeper voices. Referring to the work of Piaget, Erikson, Goffman and his own studies, David Elkind
looks at the intellectual, emotional and social consequences that result from the changes in
thinking...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/adolescent-cognition-thinking-in-a-new-key .40

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

ATTACHMENT
• Collection: « Attachment»
[DVDA220-S03] 4 x 33 minutes | 2005-2009 | $DVD A: /650 — $DVD B: /650
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

This series includes 4 titles on a variety of attachment theories.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/attachment

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/attachment_mary_ainsworth_a220015_t.mp4

.41

PSYCHOLOGY AND
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▼ SITE
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<Rubrique manquante>
CATALOGUE |

CAT

URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/bandura-

BANDURA'S SOCIAL COGNITIVE THEORY: AN INTRODUCTION
• Collection: « Giants of Psychology»
[DVDA220-022] 1 x 38 minutes | 2003 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Treading new ground in the field of social psychology, Albert Bandura’s work has become basic to an
understanding of how social forces influence individuals, small groups and large groups. From his
early BoBo doll experiments through his work with phobias, to his recent work on self-efficacy,
Bandura has given us a sense of how people actively shape their own lives and those of others...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/bandura-s-social-cognitive-theory-an-introduction .42

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

BODY & HEALTH
• Collection: « Body & Health»
[DVDA121-S01] 4 x 22 minutes | 2002 | $DVD A: /625 — $DVD B: /250
Cat: Nutrition, Psychology and Psychiatry, Therapeutics and Pharmacology

This award-winning series sheds light on four important psychological diseases of our time: self-
injury, bulimia, poor self-esteem and body image and the use of performance-enhancing drugs.

01. Beyond the Looking Glass: Body Image & Self-Esteem 02. When Food is an Obsession: Overcoming Eating Disorders 03.
Artificial Athletes: the Danger of Steroids  04. Emotion and Pain: Understanding Self-Injury

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/body-health .43

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

BEST-SELLER!

BODY LANGUAGE
• Version: « Ce corps qui parle »
[DVDA83-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Media and Communications

What is the connection between the smile of the Mona Lisa and the behaviour of a terrorist?
Discover the secrets of nonverbal behaviour in Body Language, as experts in the USA, Canada and
Europe pioneer the use of new technology to decipher our unconscious messages. control.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/body-language

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/body_language_a83012_t.mp4

.44

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

CLASSIC PIAGET 1
• Collection: « Piaget»
[DVDA220-017] 1 x 76 minutes | 1968-1974 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Used in thousands of classes on basic psychology and human development for dozens of years, these
videos still masterfully fulfill their original purpose of teaching Piaget's vocabulary and concepts to
introductory students...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/classic-piaget-1 .45

PSYCHOLOGY AND
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▼ SITE
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/classic-

CLASSIC PIAGET 2
• Collection: « Piaget»
[DVDA220-018] 1 x 104 minutes | 1973-1978 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Used in thousands of classes on basic pyschology and human development for dozens of years, these
videos still masterfully fulfill
their original purpose of teaching Piaget's vocabulary and concepts to introductory students...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/classic-piaget-2 .46

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

CONCRETE OPERATIONS
• Collection: « Constructivism»
[DVDA220-009] 1 x 25 minutes | 1993 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

According to Jean Piaget, intelligence develops in a necessary sequence of stages that are related to
age. Piaget’s theories have given us profound insights into the cognitive development of children.
This knowledge in turn, provides a framework for understanding how children think and for planning
educational strategies...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/concrete-operations .47

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

CONSTRUCTIVISM
• Collection: « Constructivism»
[DVDA220-S02] 6 x 30 minutes | 1991-2002 | $DVD A: /975 — $DVD B: /975
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Constructivism as a theory of learning focuses on the learner's need to make sense of new
information. Dewey approached it from a philosophical standpoint, Piaget from a biological, and
Vygotsky from a social perspective. Together they emphasize the importance of looking at what the
learner brings to a new experience as well as what the "out-there" experience contains.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/constructivism

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/constructivism_a220s02.mp4

.48

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

CRASH LANDING | OPÉRATION RETOUR
• Version: « Opération retour | Crash Landing »
[DVDAF97-001] 2 x 52 minutes | 2006 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Social Issues

Wounds of war in times of peace. Since 1990, Canadian Armed Forces have been deployed as
peacekeepers in war zones around the world: the Persian Gulf, Rwanda, Bosnia, Afghanistan. Some
lose their lives, others their souls. Post-traumatic stress disorder is the common complaint of 15-20%
of soldiers who fail their ultimate assignment.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/crash-landing-operation-retour

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/crash_landing_operation_retour_af97001_t.mp4

.49

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY
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<Rubrique manquante>
CATALOGUE |

CAT

URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/discoveri

DISCOVERING THE HUMAN BRAIN: NEW PATHWAYS TO NEUROSCIENCE
• Collection: « Neuroscience»
[DVDA220-027] 1 x 29 minutes | 2007-2008 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Using the resources of the UCLA Brain Mapping Center, this film illustrates the development of
neuroscience from its classical reliance on information from brain injuries and autopsies through the
new insights discovered with electronic microscopes, EEG equipment, PET scans and MRI machines...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/discovering-the-human-brain-new-pathways-to-neuroscience#.WHkzY0tGxJQ .50

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

DNA, SUPERDOCTOR
• Version: « ADN Supermédecin »
[DVDA296-005] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Medicine, Natural Science, New Technologies

DNA Superdoc uncovers the story behind this biotechnological breakthrough. Immense progress in
genetics has enabled several genetic diseases to be identified and diagnosed. Through a detailed
field survey, expert interviews and CGI (computer generated imagery) re-enactments, you will
discover how genetics will radically change medicine in the 21st century.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/dna-superdoc#.WZ8Wra17RTY

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/dna_superdoc_a296005_t.mp4

.51

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

EDITH AND MICHEL
• Version: « Édith et Michel »
[DVDA97-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2005 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Seniors

The film, Edith and Michel approaches the question of Alzheimer’s through two interwoven
narratives, that of the journey taken by Jocelyne Clarke, the director of the film, over a period of 15
years with her mother, and that currently being taken by Edith Fournier, a Montreal psychologist and
writer, with her husband, filmmaker/artist Michel Moreau. Their stories and their experiences of
accompaniment are quite different, but Common themes emerge in their search for answers. 

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/edith-and-michel

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/edith_and_michel_a97002_t.mp4

.52

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

EMOTIONAL BRAIN: AN INTRODUCTION TO AFFECTIVE NEUROSCIENCE
• Collection: « Attachment»
[DVDA220-014 ] 1 x 33 minutes | 2010 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Emotions colour our everyday individual existence and shape all aspects of our interpersonal and
intellectual experiences.In this film, animations and fMRI images introduce students to what we now
know about the sub-cortical emotional circuits in the brain and chemical processes that produce our
emotional responses and contribute to our decision making and mental health...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/emotional-brain-an-introduction-to-affective-neuroscience .53

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE
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CATALOGUE |

CAT

URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/82562?

BEST-SELLER!

EMPATHY, THE HEART'S INTELLIGENCE
• Version: « Entre toi et moi l'empathie »
[DVDA242-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry

What makes human beings social, able to see another’s point of view, while still remaining
ourselves? Where do we get the pleasure of exchanging, helping each other and doing things
together?.. Empathy is both the emotional ability to feel that which the other feels and the cognitive
ability to understand emotions, desires and intentions in order to adopt a point of view.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82562?preview=true#.VXcNQUtGwb9

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/empathy_hearts_intelligence_a242009_t.mp4

.54

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

THE FIANCÉE OF LIFE
• Version: «La fiancée de la vie »
[DVDA70-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2002 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Children and Youth, Family, Social Issues

The Fiancée of Life is a touching portayal of several children from ages six to twelve who have
experienced the loss of a loved one, a father, a mother or brother who have died because of cancer,
a car accident or by suicide. 

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/fiancee-of-life .55

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

GROWING MINDS: COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
• Collection: « Early Childhood Education»
[DVDA220-002] 1 x 25 minutes | 1996 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Nothing in human experience is quite so astonishing as the enormous changes that occur during the
five short years that transform the newborn into the actively curious, exploring kindergartner. This
film examines the work of Lev Vygotsky and Jean Piaget, illuminating the similarities and differences
of their contributions to our understanding of the cognitive development of young children...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/growing-minds-cognitive-development-in-early-childhood .56

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

HOW CHILDREN LEARN
• Collection: « Early Childhood Education»
[DVDA220-003] 1 x 23 minutes | 1997 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education

Using animation and jargon-free narration, this charming film summarizes what is currently known
about learning from brain research, cognitive development research and contemporary educational
practice. Designed to be used as an introduction to discussion of school and teaching practices, this
film also serves as an introduction to the study of learning in introductory education and psychology
classes...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/how-children-learn .57

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE
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<Rubrique manquante>
CATALOGUE |

CAT

URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/human-

HUMAN BRAIN DEVELOPMENT: NATURE AND NURTURE
• Collection: « Attachment»
[DVDA220-013] 1 x 27 minutes | 2007 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

The fascinating interplay of genetic predispositions and experience in the development of the brain
after birth is demonstrated in this film produced at the Brain Development Laboratory at the
University of Oregon. Three profiles of plasticity are depicted with compelling film sequences of
behavioral, MRI and EEG research into the development of visual perception and language
acquisition from infancy through old age...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/human-brain-development-nature-and-nurture .58

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

HUMAN NATURE
• Version: « Nature humaine »• Collection: « Human Nature»
[DVDA90-S01] 4 x 47 minutes | 2005 | $DVD A: /705 — $DVD B: /290
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry

The four-part series Human Nature explores the puzzling world of human response: crying, laughing,
pain and pleasure. These responses are linked to the brain, of course, but how?

01. The Anatomy of Pleasure  02. The Anatomy of Laughter  03. The Anatomy of Crying  04. The Anatomy of Pain

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/human-nature .59

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: THE SENSE OF MODERATION
• Version: «Le sens de la mesure »
[DVDA186-004] 1 x 52 minutes | 2008 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry

Can we measure intelligence? From this central question, this film takes us to the discovery of
scientific research on the capabilities and functions of the brain. Can today’s advanced technologies
develop an instrument that one day could measure intelligence accurately?

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/intelligence-quotient-the-sense-of-moderation

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/intelligence_quotient_sense_a186004_t.mp4

.60

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

JOHN BOWLBY: ATTACHMENT THEORY ACROSS GENERATIONS
• Collection: « Attachment»
[DVDA220-016] 1 x 35 minutes | 2007 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Positive intimate relationships with spouses, relatives and friends are incredibly important to mental
health in adulthood. John Bowlby's Attachment Theory shows how relational patterns set early in life
affect emotional bonds later in life. This film's focus is on attachment theory as it explains many
aspects of personality development from childhood through to adulthood...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/john-bowlby-attachment-theory-across-generations

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/attachment_john_bowlby_a220016_t.mp4
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/lily-a-

LILY: A LONGITUDINAL PORTRAIT
[DVDA220-035] 1 x 59 minutes | 1976-2014 | $DVD A: 150/ — $DVD B: 150/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Lily's enormous spirit and openness in discussing her situation provide viewers insight to the
possibilities and challenges of living with Down Syndrome. The four part series chronicles the
challenges and joys of this remarkable woman. Each film is approximately fifteen minutes in length
and documents her living situation, interpersonal relationships and activities. Lily narrates along with
her mother and support staff...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/lily-a-longitudinal-view-of-life-with-down-syndrome

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/lily_longitudinal_portrait_a97003_t.mp4

.62

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

A MADMAN'S JOURNAL
• Version: « Journal d'un fou »
[DVDA59-001] 1 x 42 minutes | 2002 | $DVD A: 190/ — $DVD B: 80/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry

Depression is a common, yet serious, illness that can affect anyone. Depressive illnesses often
interfere with normal functioning, cause pain and suffering and not only to those who care about
them...
In the documentary Madman's Journal, we peer into one man's universe and learn more about
depression and how it can be overcome.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/madman-s-journal .63

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

MAKING SENSE OF SENSORY INFORMATION
• Collection: « Neuroscience»
[DVDA220-028] 1 x 37 minutes | 2008 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

For thousands of years, humans have asked if we perceive the world accurately through our senses.
Because seeing is so important for our functioning in the world, efforts to understand how
perceptions are generated have most often focused on vision. Based on current research in cognitive
neuroscience, this film explores the challenge of explaining visual perception...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/making-sense-of-sensory-information .64

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

MARY AINSWORTH: ATTACHMENT AND THE GROWTH OF LOVE
• Collection: « Attachment»
[DVDA220-015] 1 x 38 minutes | 2005 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Mary Ainsworth’s “Strange Situation” is now basic to understandings of infant-parent interactions
and, thus, later emotional development. Working in close collaboration with the British psychiatrist
John Bowlby, Ainsworth gave us new understandings of the huge impact very early emotional
experiences have on personality development across the life span...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/mary-ainsworth-attachment-and-the-growth-of-love

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/attachment_mary_ainsworth_a220015_t.mp4
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
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MIND IN MOTION
• Version: «La dynamique du cerveau »
[DVDA83-005] 1 x 52 minutes | 2008 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Natural Science

Mind in Motion explores the mechanisms of learning and perception in the brain and shows us how
these cerebral functions are transforming our understanding of man and society. The pioneers
behind this international research are piercing the mystery of the brain and showing us what sets us
apart from other living animals.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/mind-in-motion

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/mind_motion_a83005_t.mp4

.66

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

MORALITY: JUDGMENTS AND ACTION
• Collection: « Constructivism»
[DVDA220-010] 1 x 32 minutes | 2002 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

Combining archival materials, a replication of a recent study with young children and frank
interviews with contemporary college students, this production summarizes much of the current
research about moral development. It leads students to experience the methodology involved in
psychological research and to consider the factors involved as they face moral decisions in their own
lives.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/morality-judgments-and-action .67

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

NEUROSCIENCE
• Collection: « Neuroscience»
[DVDA220-S09] 4 x 22 minutes | 2007-2010 | $DVD A: /650 — $DVD B: /650
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

This series, which discusses neuroscience as it relates to brain function, introduces undergraduates
in psychology classes to the methods and some of the insights of neuroscience, along with its basic
terminology.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/neuroscience .68

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

PATHS OF READING
• Version: «Les chemins de la lecture  »
[DVDA259-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry

The film structures itself around a central question: how to reconcile the cultural singularity that is
reading, developed recently by our single species, with the slow pace of genetic evolution, and
therefore with the fixity of brain biology?

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82491?preview=true#.VMF-SktGwb8

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/paths_of_reading_a259002_t.mp4
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
ca/en/site/products/piaget

PIAGET
• Collection: « Piaget»
[DVDA220-S04] 3 x 69 minutes | 1968-1989 | $DVD A: /490 — $DVD B: /490
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

The Classic Piaget series allows students to see many of the clever situations used to study the
development of cognition. Piaget had to develop new vocabulary to express the discoveries he made
about the development of human cognition.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/piaget .70

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

PIAGET'S DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY: AN OVERVIEW
• Collection: « Piaget»
[DVDA220-019] 1 x 25 minutes | 1989 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

The work of Jean Piaget has become the foundation of current developmental psychology and the
basis for changes in educational practice. David Elkind, author of The Hurried Child and
Miseducation, and a student of Jean Piaget, explores the roots of Piaget’s work and outlines
important vocabulary and concepts that structure much of the study of child development... 

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://cinefete.codegenome.com/en/site/products/piaget-s-developmental-theory-an-overview#.Uu6OXv1GyF0

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/piaget_theory_overview_a220019_t.mp4

.71

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

PLAY: A VYGOTSKIAN APPROACH
• Collection: « Early Childhood Education»
[DVDA220-007] 1 x 26 minutes | 1996 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

This film offers both theoretical and practical perspectives on dramatic play. Using enchanting
sequences of young children playing house, doctor’s office, rescue squadron, and trick or treating,
the theoretical positions of Lev Vygotsky and other prominent theorists have taken in
systematicallystudying play are illustrated...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/play-a-vygotskian-approach .72

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

THE QUEST FOR THE PERFECT ATHLETE
• Version: « À la recherche du sportif parfait »
[DVDA259-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Sports

The performance of athletes has evolved considerably over the last twenty years, and the
extraordinary talent of certain super-trained, veritable winning-machines is intriguing
neuroscientists. As a result of technological progress, scientists now have the tools to be able to
understand exactly what lies behind the talent of these unstoppable champions...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/quest-for-the-perfect-athlete#.V6NgzUtGxJQ

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/quest_forthe_perfect_athlete_a259010_t.mp4
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PSYCHOLOGY AND
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▼ SITE
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URL: http://www.cinefete.
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USING WHAT WE KNOW: APPLYING PIAGET'S DEVELOPMENT THEORY IN PRIMARY
CLASSROOMS
• Collection: « Constructivism»
[DVDA220-012] 1 x 35 minutes | 1991 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

The opening line of this upbeat production is "Teaching is both an art and a science." Filmed in three
disparate but remarkable classrooms, it illustrates how effective learning takes place when teachers
combine their knowledge of child development, subject matter, and cognitive psychology. The three
teachers combine music and graphic art with reading, writing, and mathematics lessons in order to
fully engage their student's minds.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/using-what-we-know-applying-piaget-s-development-theory-in-primary-classrooms.74

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

VIVO: BEST DRUG IS LIFE
• Version: « Vivo: La meilleure drogue c'est la vie  »
[DVDA242-004] 1 x 52 minutes | 2011 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Addictions, Therapeutics and Pharmacology

An in-depth look at the community of San Patrignano, the largest drug rehabilitation and detox
centre in the world. This centre, located near Bologna in Italy, boasts a 2000 person capacity and has
been offering its 4-year therapeutic programme free of cost since its inception in 1978. The centre’s
extraordinary success rate is a result of its unwillingness to consider addiction as an illness, and its
non-classical therapeutic approach that aims to eliminate dependence without drug substitution.
This film follows the lives of five community residents in particular, each from different countries, as
they recount their journey of struggle and hope.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/vivo-best-drug-is-life

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/vivo_best_drug_life_a242004_t.mp4

.75

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

VYGOTSKY'S DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY: AN INTRODUCTION
• Collection: « Giants of Psychology»
[DVDA220-025] 1 x 28 minutes | 1994 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

The work of Lev Vygotsky is increasingly cited as we reconsider the theory and practice of
constructivist education. This program introduces the life, vocabulary and concepts of Lev Vygotsky...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/vygotsky-s-developmental-theory-an-introduction .76

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY
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WILLIAM JAMES: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF POSSIBILITY
• Collection: « Giants of Psychology»
[DVDA220-026] 1 x 40 minutes | 2011 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Education, Psychology and Psychiatry

William James, more than anyone else, was responsible for introducing the wide range of topics that
now comprise the broad field of psychology. In his magnificent text, The Principles of Psychology, he
explored and expanded what was then known about neuroscience, cognition, emotion, perception,
and behavior and left a legacy of inquiry into the workings of human experience that still fuels this
social science...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/william-james-the-psychology-of-possibility .77

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

WITH AND WITHOUT YOU
• Version: «Le voyage d'une vie »
[DVDA161-001] 1 x 91 minutes | 2008 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Family

Stopping everything to get out of the rat race is what the Beaudry family did. Maryse, Samuel and
their three kids left their comfortable middle class North American home with only their backpacks
to travel the world. Destinations: Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, Tonga, New Zealand, Australia,
Vietnam, India, France and Italy.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/with-and-without-you

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/with_without_you_a161001_t.mp4

.78

PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHIATRY

▼ SITE

JIHAD, COUNTER-OFFENSIVE
• Version: « Djihad, les contrefeux »
[DVDA242-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Children and Youth

How do you de-radicalize kids caught up in the djihad web? How do you help their parents? Djihad,
Counter-Offensive looks at how social workers, imams, educators, parents and de-radicalized youth
are working to create alternatives and present concrete ways to counter radicalization.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/djihad-counter-offensive#.V5IzJktGxJQ

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/jihad_counter_offensive_a242011_t.mp4

.79

SECURITY AND
PREVENTION

▼ SITE

AGING SUCCESSFULLY: THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF GROWING OLD
• Collection: « Gerontology»
[DVDA220-029] 1 x 31 minutes | 1997 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Seniors

Systematic examination of old age is a new field inspired by the unprecedented number of people
living long enough to become elderly. Developmental psychologists Paul and Margret Baltes have
proposed a model of adaptive competence for the entire life span, but the emphasis here is on old
age...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/aging-successfully-the-psychological-aspects-of-growing-old#.WH5pvUtGxJQ .80

SENIORS

▼ SITE
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GERONTOLOGY
• Collection: « Gerontology»
[DVDA220-S06] 6 x 30 minutes | 1991-2000 | $DVD A: /650 — $DVD B: /650
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Seniors, Biography

Freud and Piaget were wrong when they tacitly suggested that intellectual and emotional
development end at adolescence. Jumping forward from Adolecent Cognition, this collection largely
focuses on the years described by Erik Erikson as the Eighth Stage.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/gerontology .81

SENIORS

▼ SITE

OLDER BRAINS, NEW CONNECTIONS: A CONVERSATION WITH MARIAN DIAMOND AT 73
• Collection: « Gerontology»
[DVDA220-030] 1 x 30 minutes | 2000 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Seniors

Best known for her pioneering work in the positive effects of enriched environments on brain
growth, research she largely did with rats in the 1960's, Dr. Diamond has continued to teach and do
research in the area of neurophysiology. Her research, and that of others, indicates that given the
right conditions, the brain continues to grow all during life and not just in the early years. Dr.
Diamond presents a summary of this research and its practical implications in her cordial, accessible
manner...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/older-brains-new-connections-a-conversation-with-marian-diamond-at-73 .82

SENIORS

▼ SITE

ON OLD AGE I: A CONVERSATION WITH JOAN ERIKSON AT 90
• Collection: « Gerontology»
[DVDA220-031] 1 x 39 minutes | 1995 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Seniors

...This film was shot in 1993 when Mrs. Erikson was about to celebrate her 90th birthday. With great
grace, humor and some feistiness, Mrs. Erikson takes on a wide range of topics from forgetfulness,
coping with physical limitations and facing death. The film is a thought-provoking experience for
everyone interested in developmental psychology and for all who live or work with an older person,
or are planning to be old themselves.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/on-old-age-i-a-conversation-with-joan-erikson-at-90 .83
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ON OLD AGE II: A CONVERSATION WITH JOAN ERIKSON AT 92
• Collection: « Gerontology»
[DVDA220-032] 1 x 30 minutes | 1995 | $DVD A: 250/ — $DVD B: 250/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Seniors

Joan M. Erikson describes her search for a better living situation for her frail husband and then
presents her poignant recounting of his subsequent death. She uses these experiences to suggest
strategies to meet the physical and emotional needs of the fragile old and to support those who
work with them. With a personal understanding of the challenges of old age, Mrs. Erikson revisits the
eighth stage of the life cycle and proposes a new ninth stage for the changes that face the very old.
She describes the difficulties of being in one’s nineties without losing what she calls one’s
indomitable core.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/on-old-age-ii-a-conversation-with-joan-erikson-at-92 .84

SENIORS

▼ SITE

THESE VITAL YEARS: A CONVERSATION WITH BETTY FRIEDAN AT 76
• Collection: « Gerontology»
[DVDA220-033] 1 x 30 minutes | 1994 | $DVD A: 125/ — $DVD B: 125/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Seniors

Betty Friedan originally gained fame for her important role in the Women's Movement of the 1960's
and 1970's. She continued to be an insightful and often pithy social critic until her passing. In this
film, she discusses the research she has done about the myths and realities of aging, and her
personal experience of being over seventy...

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/these-vital-years-a-conversation-with-betty-friedan-at-76 .85

SENIORS

▼ SITE

NEW!

INTERSEX
• Version: « Entre deux sexes »
[DVDA196-018] 1 x 57 minutes | 2017 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Sexuality, Men, Sexual Diversity , Women

Neither a girl nor a boy, or a little of both…The interesexes from an invisible community that does
not have any real legal, social or even medical status. Is it a pathology, an anomaly, or a difference
among many? In civil status in any case, there are only two boxes to check : masculine or feminine.
So, should we assign a sex to these babies by operating them from birth? This is still the case in
France, where every year, out of 2000 children, irreversible surgeries are perfomed. Luck or curse?

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/intersex#.Wx_XAi17SHs

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/intersex_a196018_t.mp4
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SEXUALITY

▼ SITE
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NEW!
SEX OF THE FUTURE
• Version: «Le sexe du futur »• Collection: « Dream the Future»
[DVDA284-S01-10] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Sexuality

Sex is no longer a taboo subject. At the beginning of the 21st century, an active sex life is even an
indicator of success. Watching pornography, using accessories, indulging in masturbation or even
having multiple partners - all of these practices have become common & uninhibited. What will
pleasure be like in 2050?... This episode will reveal how new technologies will put an end to all sexual
taboos, bring couples closer together, and bring a better awareness of our bodies, our pleasure, and
our sexual desires.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/sex-of-the-future#.V7YKQEtGxJQ .87

SEXUALITY

▼ SITE

SEX, TRUTH AND VIDEOTAPE
• Version: « Baise majesté »• Collection: « Sex, Truth and Videotape»
[DVDA214-S01] 6 x 46 minutes | 2004 | $DVD A: /995 — $DVD B: /410
Cat: Sexuality, Women

Sex, Truth and Videotape is a bracing, six-part documentary series about women and sexuality from
acclaimed journalist and filmmaker Francine Pelletier.

01. Sex and Celebrity 02. Sex and Beauty 03. Sex and Matches 04. Sex and Age 05. Sex and Libertines 06. Sex: the First
Time

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/sex-truth-and-videotape

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/sextruthvideotape_sexeage_a214s0104_t.mp4
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SEXUALITY

▼ SITE

MASSAGE, AGE OLD TRADITION, WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON
• Version: « Massage, tradition millénaire... mode planétaire »
[DVDA173-028] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Therapeutics and Pharmacology, Lifestyles

Whether it be massage on the job to stressed employees or taught to school children or practised by
mothers on their infants, the film travels around the world to look at how massage is practised
today. Massage, a fascinating tradition and yet incredibly modern, has become popular the world
over.

__________________________________________________________________________________

URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/massage-age-old-tradition-worldwide-phenomenon#.VhZ1p0tGwb9

http://pdl.learningcore.net/cinefete/trailers/massage_tradition_phenomenon_a173028_t.mp4
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